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Neighbourhood News

Council gives the  
go ahead for 
tiered car parking

Welcome to 
Neighbourhood News

Welcome to the latest edition of 
Neighbourhood News produced 
by The Christie NHS Foundation 
Trust. This newsletter will keep 
our neighbours up to date with 
the latest developments and 
news from the hospital.

The newsletter is distributed to 
around 4,000 households and 
businesses in the local community 
and is issued every two months.

We hope you find Neighbourhood 
News informative and helpful.

If you have any feedback or views 
you would like to share about 
Neighbourhood News, then 
please email communications.
team@christie.nhs.uk

Neighbourhood News is available 
to read online at www.christie.
nhs.uk/about-us/our-future/our-
developments/neighbourhood-
forum/neighbourhood-news

We’re happy to report that the planning 
application for a new tiered car park for staff 
working at The Christie has been approved 
by Manchester City Council.
The planning application was approved by the council’s planning 
committee on 11 January.

See overleaf for more 

An artist’s impression of how the new tiered parking will look. It has been designed to blend in 
sympathetically with its surroundings
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Paterson building update
Following an extensive forensic 
investigation, we welcome 
Greater Manchester Fire and 
Rescue Service completing 
its fire investigation report 
detailing the cause of the fire 
that took place at the Paterson 
building in April last year.

This building is owned by The 
Christie, and is leased to our 
University of Manchester partner. 
It is the headquarters of the 
Cancer Research UK Manchester 
Institute.

The fire service has concluded 
that the most probable cause 
of the fire on the roof of the 
Paterson building was welding 

operations or operations allied 
to welding, being undertaken by 
the roofing contractor, or persons 
under its control. The fire occurred 
when the remains of hot welding 
rods and welding spatter came 
into contact with combustible 
materials that had accumulated 
on the plant room floor.

There were no casualties and 
no patients at The Christie were 
in danger. Much of the cancer 
research taking place within 
the building was salvaged. Staff 
responded robustly, putting well 

practised contingency plans into 
place to minimise disruption. 

The Christie and our partners at 
The University of Manchester and 
Cancer Research UK were truly 
moved by the public support and 
offers of practical help following 
the fire.

We are now working with our 
partners on ambitious plans to 
redevelop the Paterson building. 
In conjunction with our partners, 
our aim is to provide a purpose 
built, state-of-the-art, world class 
cancer research facility to ensure 
that The Christie and Manchester 
remain international centres of 
excellence.
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The planning approval for the car park sits alongside 
The Christie’s commitment to fund the expansion 
of the zone following the necessary review by 
Manchester City Council in order to further reduce the 
issues caused by staff parking on neighbouring streets.

The car park is designed to be sympathetic to the 
surrounding buildings and includes ‘green’ walls and 
an increased landscaping buffer. 

Maggie’s garden
The Maggie’s Centre situated behind the MCRC 
building is currently replacing the trees and shrubs 
planted in its garden when the centre opened. 
Workers are improving the ground conditions as there 
was previously too much moisture for the trees and 
plants to survive. Work will be completed by April 2018.

“We are now working with our 
partners on ambitious plans to 
redevelop the Paterson building”

The tiered car park, to be situated on the 
existing Cotton Lane staff car park, will provide 
an increase of 405 spaces for Christie staff. 

The six-tiered building will provide 565 spaces and 
the reconfigured surface level car park will have 250 
spaces – 815 spaces in total. The car park will include 
24 disabled spaces, 12 electric charging points and 
26 bicycle spaces. Work is expected to begin in the 
near future.

The junction of Cotton Lane and Wilmslow Road will 
become traffic-light controlled. The Cotton Lane/
Heyscroft Road junction will also be upgraded by 
reducing its width and introducing a pedestrian 
refuge island at the Heyscroft Road approach. 

The car park forms part of a wider strategy by The 
Christie to reduce the negative effects experienced 
by local residents as a result of on-street parking by 
staff and visitors to the hospital.

Improved staff  
car parking 

Cont from p1
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Since the key piece of 
equipment for the new  
proton beam therapy (PBT) 
centre – the cyclotron –  
arrived last June, all major 
installations are complete.

The beam line, which transports 
the proton beam to each room  
is now complete, the three 
treatment gantries are installed 

and the 
cooling 
systems to  
the cyclotron 
and magnets 
have been 
connected 
and 
pressure-
tested.

Outpatients’ 
redevelopment
Work has commenced on the new 
outpatients’ department, which is 
located on the ground floor of the 
proton beam therapy centre.

Over the next two months work 
will include first electrical fixes, 
plastering and fireproofing. 
The project is expected to be 
completed around the same time 
as the first patient treatment in the 
PBT centre later in the year.

Research Café talks
Café VIVO, in the Manchester Cancer 
Research Centre (MCRC) building on 
Wilmslow Road, hosts regular short 
informal talks on a range of cancer-
related issues. These talks are open to 
all and may be of interest to neighbours 
of The Christie. Forthcoming talks are:

Thursday 29 March 11am
Having your say – how you can help 
improve cancer research in Greater 
Manchester

Thursday 10 May 11am
Health Professional Engagement –
Cancer Research UK working with local 
GPs to improve early cancer diagnosis

Just prior to Christmas, the 
cyclotron produced a proton beam 
and tests were successfully carried 
out to ensure that there was no 
radiation loss either to the outside 
or to other areas within the 
building.

Over the first quarter of 2018 the 
cyclotron, beam line and gantries 
are being tested using different 
energy levels and we remain on 
course for the first treatment 
room to be handed to the Trust  
for clinical commissioning.

Construction and fit-out of the 
steel-framed building continues to 
programme and the proton beam 

If you have any comments  
or queries please contact:
developments@christie.nhs.uk 

Adrian Burt (The Christie)  
07920 814000

Phil Turner (The Christie)  
07789 944847

Rob Speakman (Varian)  
07540 201441

On your doorstep
A reminder to all our neighbours 
that local residents are welcome 
to use our new WHSmith store 
and M&S ‘Food to Go’ coffee 
shop, which are situated in the 
redeveloped Oak Road main 
reception area. 

Opening times are:

M&S Food to Go
Mon – Fri 7am – 9pm
Sat – Sun 9am – 5pm

WHSmith
Mon – Fri 7am – 6pm
Sat – Sun 10am – 4pm

Final push for  
proton centre 

An artist’s impression of the new 
outpatients’ department

The cyclotron is installed

therapy areas will be handed to 
the Trust on April 9 as planned. 

The project managers are now 
liaising with Manchester City 
Council highways department 
over the timing of Oak Road 
re-surfacing works. 
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Green Travel

Best foot forward
The Christie is working with Transport for Greater 
Manchester (TfGM), with support from the 
Withington Civic Society to develop a walking 
map of the local area for staff, patients and the 
community.

Roger Smith, from Withington Civic Society, said: 
“We all know that walking is good for us and that 
most of us ought to be doing more. Therefore, I am 
pleased to commend this walking map, which will 
be of benefit not only to patients, visitors and staff 
at The Christie but also to residents, students and 
visitors to Withington and south Manchester.” 

New facilities to encourage cycling
The number of staff cycling to and from The  
Christie continues to increase and following last  
year’s investment in a cycle hub off Wilmslow Road,  
the Trust is now improving facilities even further  
as part of its commitment to green travel.

In the staff travel survey employees responded  
that they would be persuaded out of their cars  
if additional secure cycle parking was provided.  

In response, an additional 85 secure 
cycle spaces are being created. 

In addition, three bicycle maintenance 
points are now in place across the site. 
Two of these are located in publicly 
accessible locations (next to Car Park 
C and outside the Manchester Cancer 
Research Centre) so feel free to use!

A logical partnership
The Trust is delighted to announce a new 
partnership with Chorlton-based Ken Foster’s Cycle 
Logic to provide cycling services to staff which 
include:

• A pool bicycle scheme (seven pedal bicycles, 
three electric bikes and safety and security 
equipment)

• Promotion of Cyclescheme, an employee benefit 
that saves staff money on bikes and accessories

• Provision of high visibility vests and bands, 
cycling bottles and puncture repair kits 

The partnership will support staff to use bikes  
for business and also to try bikes before making  
a purchase through Cyclescheme.

Staff travel survey
The Christie’s annual staff travel survey has closed 
and the results are due in April. These will be made 
available on the Neighbourhood Forum webpage 
www.christie.nhs.uk/about-us/our-future/our-
developments/neighbourhood-forum/

Every step counts
Staff walks are taking place weekly. Five members 
of staff have been trained up as walk leaders with 
full Ramblers accreditation. The themed walks have 
covered topics such as:

• A History Of Withington 

• A History of the Turnpikes 

• Nature walks through local parks.

The aim of this weekly event is to encourage more 
staff to walk as part of their commute and to raise 
awareness of the local community.

Christopher Cordwell, from Transport for Greater 
Manchester, said: “TfGM has now rolled out the 
Every Step Counts project to 20 businesses across 
Greater Manchester. The Christie is one of the best 
examples of how a simple walking group within an 
organisation helps the physical, social and mental 
wellbeing of its employees. The Christie has a 
dedicated team to help push the scheme across its 
many employees.

“Feedback from the walkers suggests the variation 
helps to keep them motivated and keen not to miss 
a week. It’s a social setting that happens to bring a 
number of health benefits.”PROOF




